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Note To The File

DEUS ET PATRIA FIGHTING-32

Changed

Issued Examiner's Amendment and Entered Changes

Contacted Applicant/Atty

via E-Mail

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Badagliacca, Michael J CIV ONR, BDCC [mailto:michael.badagliacca@navy.mil]
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2018 9:54 AM
To: Butler, Andrea <Andrea.Butler@USPTO.GOV>
Subject: RE: 88055235 DEUS ET PATRIA FIGHTING 32

These amendments are acceptable.

Michael Badagliacca

Intellectual Property Attorney

Office of Naval Research

875 N. Randolph St.

Arlington, VA 22203

(703) 696-4022

michael.badagliacca@navy.mil 

-----Original Message-----

From: Butler, Andrea < Andrea.Butler@USPTO.GOV >

Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2018 5:12 PM

To: Badagliacca, Michael J CIV ONR, BDCC < michael.badagliacca@navy.mil >

Subject: [Non-DoD Source] 88055235 DEUS ET PATRIA FIGHTING 32

mailto:michael.badagliacca@navy.mil
mailto:Andrea.Butler@USPTO.GOV
mailto:michael.badagliacca@navy.mil


Mr. Badagliacca:

The description requires further clarification, particularly with respect to color. Additionally, the applicant
must claim white as it appears in the enclosed part of the circle.

Current description:

The mark consists of a circle border enclosing a banner at the top with the wording DEUS ET PATRIA, an
anchor, shield and wing design below the banner, a lion holding a sword below, an anchor and rope to the
side of the lion, and in the background a shield with a diagonal stripe. Below the circle is a banner with the
wording FIGHTING-32.

Proposed amendment:

The mark consists of a black circle border surrounding a white circle border enclosing a black shaded circle
containing a blue banner at the top with the wording DEUS ET PATRIA in black with a blue shield below
with a yellow wing design at the top, a yellow lion holding a yellow sword below, a yellow anchor and rope
on a smaller blue shield outlined in black to the side of the lion, and a diagonal yellow stripe behind the lion
and shield containing the anchor design. Below the circle is a blue banner outlined in black with the wording
FIGHTING-32 in black. The white background is not claimed as part of the mark.

Color claim - add white

The colors blue, black, yellow and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.

These issues may be resolved by Examiner's Amendment. You may respond to the email or call me at the
telephone number below.

Thank you.

Andrea P. Butler

Trademark Attorney

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

571-272-7491


